STOCK PICKS

United Spirits Ltd.
CMP: Rs 640

Rating: BUY

Target: Rs 735

Shareholding pattern as of September 2018

Company Information
BSE Code
NSE Code
Bloomberg Code
ISIN
Market Cap (Rs. Cr)
Outstanding shares(Cr)
̣̠ͿūėDĆͭZĩͳŉ͠ʹ
Avg. daily volume (1yr. on NSE)
Face Value(Rs.)
Book Value

Company overview

United łĆŅĆőŉZőà͠ͳZʹĆŉĩĢä
of the largest spirits company in
India engaged in the business of
alcoholic beverages. It has leading
brands across all categories
and price segments. Its product
portfolio includes whisky, vodka
and rum segments, and caters to
various consumers through luxury,
premium, prestige and popular
spirits categories. Its brand portfolio
includes Johnnie Walker, Black Dog,
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McDowell’s No.1, Royal Challenge,
Signature and Antiquity. It has 18
millionaire brands of the nearly 140
brands that company owns. The
company sold 78.5mn cases in FY18.
It has over 80 (74 excluding Royalty
and Franchise units) manufacturing
facilities spread across approximately
20 states and over three union
territories in India supported by
a vast distribution and marketing
network across the country. Diageo’s
ŉőÁėäĆĢZĢĩūŉőÁĢàŉÁọ̦̣̋͠ό.
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Promoters 56.8%

FII 23.0%

DII 6.2%

Others 14.0%

Investment Rationale
Improving demand drivers
India is the world’s third largest
liquor market with an estimated
HĢàĆÁĢ`Áàä;ĩŅäĆúĢZĆńŖĩŅͳH`;Zʹ
market size of 450mn cases at
FY18 end. Increase in disposable
incomes, higher discretionary
spending, increasing urbanization
and favourable demographics are
the major reason for increasing
liquor market in India. Discretionary
spending has a high correlation

with disposable incomes which is
a function of economic growth and
lynchpin for new jobs creation.
Urbanisation will improve standard
of living and recovery in urban
growth which will enhance disposable
incomes, further aided by GDP
ŅäŪĆŪÁěͳH`;ZŪĩěŖġäőĩŉŖŅúä̟̣͠Ű
GDP when GDP growth revives).
Per capita consumption of liquor
in India is one of the lowest in the
world, implying immense headroom
for growth to liquor companies,
particularly to players with a strong
hold in India underpinned by a wide
distribution network. India’s per
capita consumption is at 2.2 litre/
year/person versus 4.5 world average.
India is slated to become the youngest
country in the world by 2020 with
the median age declining to 29 years
and about 64% of its population in
the working age group from 50%
now. Country liquor holds a majority
share in India’s alcohol market but
now steady conversion from country
ěĆńŖĩŅőĩH`;ZàŖäőĩŅĆŉäĆĢĆĢÚĩġäŉ
(particularly in rural areas) and
increasing aspirations provides huge
ŉÚĩłäùĩŅH`;ZőĩúŅĩūĆĢHĢàĆÁ͠
ZÙäĆĢúĩĢäĩùőĂäěäÁàĆĢúěĆńŖĩŅ
manufacturers in India will be the
łŅĆġäÙäĢäƈÚĆÁŅűùŅĩġőĂäŉäàäġÁĢà
drivers.

New ĩƅäŅĆĢúŉőĩàŅĆŪäúŅĩūőĂ
In the past couple of years, DiageoUnited Spirits has launched three
major product variants, including
Captain Morgan original rum,

In the past couple
of years, DiageoUnited Spirits has
launched three major
product variants,
including Captain
Morgan original
rum, McDowell’s No
1 Luxury and Black
& White 12-year old
whisky. USL is aiming
to double its share of
business from new
products and variants
over the next three to
four years in line with
other markets where
its parent Diageo Plc.
operates.
`Ú#ĩūäěěΎŉaĩ̟ZŖŰŖŅűÁĢàěÁÚė
Ϟ©ĂĆőä̟̠ͿűäÁŅĩěàūĂĆŉėű͠ZĆŉ
aiming to double its share of business
from new products and variants over
the next three to four years in line
with other markets where its parent
Diageo Plc. operates. Of Diageo’s
overall business, the share of new
products in India is just about 5%
while in regions such as the US,
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Europe and Africa new products
contribute about 17%, 10% and 24%
respectively. As per the management,
the company has managed to
improve the turnaround time on
new products. Earlier, product
innovation used to take 2.5-3 years
which has currently reduced to 18
months. Product innovations are
ġĩŅäƈőőĆĢúùĩŅőĂäłŅäġĆŖġłŅĩàŖÚő
segment and the company focus will
ÙäĆĢÁŅäÁūĂäŅäZĂÁŉŉěĆúĂőěű
lagged in growth. So, the company’s
ĆĢĢĩŪÁőĆĩĢäƅĩŅőŉūĩŖěàĢĩūÙäĩĢ
premium rum, and the company
has launched a new variant of dark
rum under “Captain Morgan”. Post
national rollout the management is
pleased with its acceptability and
performance in the market. As per the
management, the company is ready to
introduce more new products to take
on its rivals and improve its revenue
from new products.

Franchisee model for popular
segment
In a bid to focus on the more
expensive blends in its portfolio,
ZĂÁŉùŅÁĢÚĂĆŉäĩŖőŉĩġäÙŅÁĢàŉ
from its popular business segment
in some states. The strategy is to
deploy the model in states where the
company anticipates a real constraint
on margins or growth opportunity.
In such states, the advantage has
come from cost and a franchisee
will be able to operate at a much
ěĩūäŅÚĩŉőőĂÁĢZÙĩőĂĆĢőäŅġŉ
of manufacturing and particularly
in terms of overheads. This will
helps the company to ensure margin
stability in the segment, reduce
working capital requirement for
popular brands such as Bagpiper,
Director’s Special and Haywards
whiskies and McDowell’s No 1 rum
while throwing more weight behind
the ‘prestige and above’ business
that now accounts for about 60% of
net sales, thereby will improve the
market share of the segment. As
the franchise model in the popular
segment is already implemented in
13 states, going forward, the company
will look at other states provided they
get better partners.

Strong performance in Q2FY19

Zreported strong set of numbers
for Q2FY19 beating consensus

United Spirits
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estimates. Revenue from operations
in the quarter increased by 14.2%
YoY and 10.7% QoQ supported by
strong performance of the Prestige &
Above segment and healthy volume
úŅĩūőĂĩù̟̞όÁŉūäěěÁŉőĂäÙäĢäƈő
from low base due to the highway
ban. Prestige & Above segment net
sales grew by 19% YoY and volume
grew by 15% to 10.5 million cases
while Popular segment grew by 8%
YoY and volume grew by 5% to 9.9
million cases. Prestige & Above
segment accounted for 66% while
Popular segment accounted for 32%
ĩùĢäőŉÁěäŉàŖŅĆĢúőĂäƈŅŉőĂÁěùĩù
the year. Growth was broad-based
across states and segments. Reported
EBITDA increased by 36.1% YoY while
EBITDA margin improved by 313
bps YoY at 19.41% due to increased
úŅĩŉŉłŅĩƈő͡ěĩūäŅäġłěĩűääÚĩŉőŉ
and lower other expenses. Brand
investments continued (A&P was
up 38% YoY or 157bps) and is paying
ĩƅőĂŅĩŖúĂĂĆúĂäŅłŅäġĆŖġĆŉÁőĆĩĢ͠
Higher EBITDA growth coupled with
lower interest cost resulted in 69%
YoY and 218.2% QoQ growth in net
łŅĩƈőÁÙĆěĆőű͠ġÁŅúĆĢàŖŅĆĢúőĂä
quarter also improved by 376 bps YoY
at 11.61%

Key Risk
Steep increase in excise duties by
the state governments.

USL has targeted to
double the share of
business from new
products and variants
over the next 3 to 4
years in line with other
markets where its
parent Diageo Plc.
operates.

ÁĢàúěÁŉŉłŅĆÚäŉÚÁĢĆġłÁÚőłŅĩƈő
margins.
Increase in taxes, changes in the
distribution structure, prohibition of
liquor in any state could hit volume
and revenue.

Valuation

ZĆŉĩĢäĩùőĂäěÁŅúäŉőěĆńŖĩŅ
company in India and one of the best
bet on India’s liquor industry given
ĆőŉŅĩÙŖŉőġÁŅėäőŉĂÁŅäÁĢàÙäĢäƈőŉ
from management control of Diageo.
Post Diageo took the management
ÚĩĢőŅĩěĆĢZ͡őĂäÚĩġÙĆĢäàäĢőĆőű
began to focus on ways to expand
the business. FY19 has continued
to remain strong in sync with the
management target to achieve double
digit growth in Premium & Above

Increase in prices of molasses, ENA
Particulars (in Rs Cr)
Net Sales
Growth (%)
EBITDA
EBITDA Margin (%)
Net łŅĩƈő
Net Ņĩƈő`ÁŅúĆĢͳόʹ
EPS (Rs)

FY18

FY19E

FY20E

FY21E

8590.6

9750.3

10822.9

11905.2

-2.6

13.5

11.0

10.0

1200.7

1462.5

1710.0

2000.1

14.0

15.0

15.8

16.8

651.9

789.8

984.9

1190.5

7.6

8.1

9.1

10.0

43.6

10.9

13.6

16.4

Consensus Estimate: Bloomberg, Ashika Research
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segment. Company continues to focus
on Premiumisation which is likely
to improve the margins. Further,
company’s ability to carry forward the
price hike from FY18 to FY19 would
łĩŉĆőĆŪäěűĆġłÁÚőőĂäġÁŅúĆĢŉ͠Zĩū
per capita consumption of alcohol
<2 litre in India is one of the biggest
driver for domestic alcohol industry.
;ŖŅőĂäŅ͡ZĂÁŉőÁŅúäőäàőĩàĩŖÙěä
the share of business from new
products and variants over the next 3
to 4 years in line with other markets
where its parent Diageo Plc. operates.
ĆĢÚä͡#ĆÁúäĩőĩĩėőĂäÚĩĢőŅĩěĩùZ
management, the company has done
a dramatic turnaround which has
ÁěŅäÁàűŅäƉäÚőäàĆĢÚĩġłÁĢűΎŉƈĢÁĢcial performance in past few years.
Through series of prudent measures,
management has been able to reduce
balance sheet leverage which boost
the RoCE and RoE for the company.
Further, company continues to hive
ĩƅĆőŉĢĩĢͿÚĩŅäÁŉŉäőŉÁĢàūĩŖěàŖŉä
the proceedings to further reduce its
debt obligations. The premiumisation
focus and maintaining leadership
in popular brands with consecutive
price hikes across states are the key
catalysts for the stock going ahead.
Thus we recommend our investors
to BUY the scrip from 12 months
investment perspective. Currently the
scrip is valued at P/E multiple of 39x
on FY21E Bloomberg consensus EPS
of Rs 16.4.
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Ashika Stock Broking Ltd.
Ashika őĩÚėŅĩėĆĢúZĆġĆőäà
ͳZΌʹĩŅäŉäÁŅÚĂ'ĢőĆőűĂÁŉ
started its journey in the year 1994
and is engaged in the business of
broking services, depository services,
àĆŉőŅĆÙŖőĩŅĩùƈĢÁĢÚĆÁěłŅĩàŖÚőŉ
(Mutual fund, IPO & Bonds). This
research report has been prepared
ÁĢààĆŉőŅĆÙŖőäàÙűZĆĢőĂäŉĩěä
capacity of a Research Analyst (Reg
No. INH000000206) of SEBI (Research
ĢÁěűŉőʹäúŖěÁőĆĩĢŉ̢̠̞̟͠ZĆŉÁ
wholly owned subsidiary of Ashika
<ěĩÙÁěäÚŖŅĆőĆäŉͳʹZőà͠͡ÁH
registered non-deposit taking NBFC
Company. Ashika group (details is
enumerated on our website www.
ashikagroup.com) is an integrated
ƈĢÁĢÚĆÁěŉäŅŪĆÚäłŅĩŪĆàäŅĆĢőäŅÁěĆÁ
engaged in the business of Investment
ÁĢėĆĢú͡ĩŅłĩŅÁőäZäĢàĆĢú͡ĩġmodity Broking, Debt Syndication &
Other Advisory Services.
There ūäŅäĢĩŉĆúĢĆƈÚÁĢőÁĢàġÁőäŅĆÁěàĆŉÚĆłěĆĢÁŅűÁÚőĆĩĢŉÁúÁĆĢŉőZ
taken by any regulatory authority
during last three years.
DISCLOSURE
1) ZĩŅĆőŉÁŉŉĩÚĆÁőäŉ͡ĆőŉäŉäÁŅÚĂ
Analysts (including their relatives)
ġÁűĂÁŪäƈĢÁĢÚĆÁěĆĢőäŅäŉőĆĢőĂä
subject company(ies). However, the

ŉÁĆàƈĢÁĢÚĆÁěĆĢőäŅäŉőĆŉĢĩőěĆġĆőäàőĩ
having an open stock market position in /acting as advisor to /having
a loan transaction with the subject
company(ies) apart from registration
as clients.

the subject companies during the
łŅäÚäàĆĢú̟̠ġĩĢőĂŉ͠DĩūäŪäŅ͡Z

2) ZĩŅĆőŉäŉäÁŅÚĂĢÁěűŉőŉ
(including their relatives) do not have
ÁĢűÁÚőŖÁěͭÙäĢäƈÚĆÁěĩūĢäŅŉĂĆłĩù
1% or more of securities of the subject
company(ies) at the end of the month
immediately preceding the date of
publication of this report or date
of the public appearance. However
ZΎŉÁŉŉĩÚĆÁőäŉġÁűĂÁŪäÁÚőŖÁěͭ
ÙäĢäƈÚĆÁěĩūĢäŅŉĂĆłĩù̟όĩŅġĩŅäĩù
securities of the subject company(ies).

subject companies or third parties in
connection with the research report.

3) ZĩŅőĂäĆŅäŉäÁŅÚĂĢÁěűŉőŉ
(including their relatives) do not have
ÁĢűĩőĂäŅġÁőäŅĆÁěÚĩĢƉĆÚőĩùĆĢőäŅest at the time of publication of this
research report or date of the public
ÁłłäÁŅÁĢÚä͠DĩūäŪäŅZΎŉÁŉŉĩÚĆates might have an actual / potential
ÚĩĢƉĆÚőĩùĆĢőäŅäŉőͳĩőĂäŅőĂÁĢ
ownership).

or its associates or its Research
analysts (forming part of Research
Desk) have not received any comłäĢŉÁőĆĩĢĩŅĩőĂäŅÙäĢäƈőŉùŅĩġőĂä

Moreover, Research Analysts have not
received any compensation from the
companies mentioned herein in the
past twelve months.
5) ZĩŅőĂäĆŅäŉäÁŅÚĂĢÁěűŉőŉ
have not managed or co–managed
łŖÙěĆÚĩƅäŅĆĢúĩùŉäÚŖŅĆőĆäŉùĩŅőĂä
subject company(ies) in the past
őūäěŪäġĩĢőĂŉ͠DĩūäŪäŅZΎŉ
associates may have managed or co–
ġÁĢÁúäàłŖÙěĆÚĩƅäŅĆĢúĩùŉäÚŖŅĆőĆäŉ
for the subject company(ies) in the
past twelve months.
6) Research Analysts have not served
ÁŉÁĢĩƆÚäŅ͡àĆŅäÚőĩŅĩŅäġłěĩűää
of the companies mentioned in the
report.

4) ZĩŅĆőŉÁŉŉĩÚĆÁőäŉġÁűĂÁŪä

7) aäĆőĂäŅZĢĩŅĆőŉäŉäÁŅÚĂ

received compensation for investment banking, merchant banking,
and brokerage services and for
other products and services from

Analysts have been engaged in market
making activity for the companies
mentioned in the report.

DISCLAIMER
The research recommendation and information herein are solely for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not
ÚĩĢŉőŅŖäőĩÙäÁĢĩƅäŅàĩÚŖġäĢőŉĩŅÁĢűĆĢŪäŉőġäĢő͡ěäúÁěĩŅőÁŰÁőĆĩĢÁàŪĆÚäĩŅŉĩěĆÚĆőÁőĆĩĢĩùÁĢűÁÚőĆĩĢÙÁŉäàŖłĩĢĆő͠ĂĆŉŅäłĩŅő
is not for public distribution or use by any person or entity, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary
to law, regulation or subject to any registration or licensing requirement. We will not treat recipients as customer by virtue of their
receiving this report. The report is based upon the information obtained from public sources that we consider reliable, but we do not
úŖÁŅÁĢőääĆőŉÁÚÚŖŅÁÚűĩŅÚĩġłěäőäĢäŉŉ͠ZŉĂÁěěĢĩőÙäĆĢÁĢűūÁűŉŅäŉłĩĢŉĆÙěäùĩŅÁĢűěĩŉŉĩŅàÁġÁúäőĂÁőġÁűÁŅĆŉäőĩÁĢűŉŖÚĂ
person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. The recipients of this report should rely on their own
investigations.
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